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THE AUCTIONEER (version 1)
Originally Blue Star 1517

MARSHALL FLIPPO
Tucson, AZ

Figure
(four times through)
1st and 3rd you’ll Bow and Swing, go up to the middle & back again
Go forward up and Swing that opposite gal
Face to the Sides with a Right & Left Thru, turn ‘em around like you always do
And you’ll Duck to the Middle and Swing the gal you meet
Go down that center, you’ll Cross Trail Thru, up the outside around just two
And you’ll meet your girl and Swing her round so neat
Half Square Thru across that set with the corner gal gotta Box the Gnat
Then Allemande Left, meet ‘em all with an Elbow Swing
Well an Elbow Swing you’re doing fine now Swing that next gal down the line
Then Swing that pretty gal in calico
Just Swing ‘em all with an Elbow Swing and you’ll meet your own coming round the
ring
Then you’ll Promenade this gal back home you know
Listen to Marshall’s vocal for auctioneering calls
PRODUCER NOTES: This singing square uses calls that are no longer in active use and
will require some research to learn. “Cross Trail Thru” is now part of the Advanced
program. “Elbow Swing” is very similar to “Grand Sashay” except that arm turns
replace the Do Sa Do/ See Saw with Pull By actions.
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Opener, Closer, Ending
Now join up hands and make a ring, Circle to Left like everything
Reverse trail along in single file
Girls step out and take a Backtrack, Turn ‘em by the Right when you get back
Left Allemande then Weave the Ring awhile
Now pretty soon he began to see how the Auctioneer talked rapidly
Do Sa Do then Promenade from here
He said, “oh my, it’s do or die, I’ve got to learn that auction cry”
“Gotta make my mark and be an Auctioneer”
Figure
Now One & Three a Half Square Thru then Do Sa Do that outside two
Go once around and make a Right Hand Star
The Heads Star Left inside the town, turn that star go once around
To the same old two and do the Right & Left Thru
Now Dive Thru and Pass Thru and Swing Thru and then
Those Boys Trade and Promenade that Jane
Twenty-five dollar bid now thirty dollar thirty who’ll give me thirty make it thirty
Will you give me thirty, who’ll make it a thirty-dollar bid?
Tag: Yes, he sold a hog for a fifty-dollar bid
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